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ABSTRACT

E0102 was observed with the HETG on Chandra at two epochs and these

data are analysed here in the context of cross-calibration actvities.

Because there are few “continuum” regions in the HETG dispersed data,

only very rough estimates of the underlying continuum can be made suggesting

components at ≈ 0.3 keV and ≥≈ 2.0 keV. The SMC-NH value is likewise

difficult to constrain because of the lack of counts below the O VII region.

E0102’s emission lines are observed consistant with their rest wavelengths

(< 200 km s−1 shift) and have real widths of order 900 km s−1 due to Doppler

motions.

Initial comparison with an RGS-derieved model (Haberl’s April’08 model)

shows good general agreement of the lines present and a broadband flux (6–23Å)

agreement within 5% for each of the four MEG spectra (2 epoch × two orders.)

Subject headings: radiation mechanisms: thermal — supernova remnants —

ISM: individual(E0102) — Techniques: Spectroscopic — X-rays: ISM

1. Introduction

The SNR 1E0102.2-7219, hereafter E0102, is a bright, compact source with X-ray emis-

sion dominated by lines of H– and He–like oxygen and neon (Rasmussen et al. 2001; Flanagan

et al. 2004). Lines from other elements are visible (e.g., C, N, Mg, Si, S) over the 0.3 to 10

keV range covered by present X-ray obervatories. If Fe-L line emission is present (as seems

likely) it is at a lower level as compared with O, Ne, and Mg lines.
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2. HETG Observations and Data Processing

E0102 was observed at two epochs with the HETG: Sept.-Oct. 1999 and Dec. 2003,

summarized in Table 1. These data sets differ in roll angle by ≈ 78 degrees.

Analysis of the archive-retrieved data was carried out with TGCat ISIS scripts that

called current CIAO tools. Of note in the analyses 1 : the origin was set at the bright inner

spot of the Q-stroke feature; zeroth-order radius was 60 pixels; events were extracted from

widths of ± 60 pixels (± 0.0096 in tg d); and order sorting values of 0.25 and 0.20 were used

for the first and second epochs, respectively. Note that the first epoch is at a focal plane

temperature of −110◦ C.

Example images of the dispersed events are shown in Figure 1. The nominal spectral

extraction produces a type-II PHA file consiting of the projections of these images onto the

wavelength axis, Figure 2. Even with the much reduced effective spectral resolution due to

the extended nature of E0102, discrete lines are resolved in the 12 Å to 22 Å range which

corresponds to the ≈ 1 keV to 0.55 keV energy range.

1The analyses were carried out in /nfs/spectra/d1/Science/E0102/Data as documented in the file

wid e0102.txt.

Table 1. HETG observations SNR E0102

Obsid Start Date Roll Expos.(ks) Z-O events a

120 1999-09-28 11.711 135.7 84.5 k

+ 968 1999-10-08 “ – –

3828 2003-12-31 294.032 135.9 64.6 k

Note. — The data from obsids 120 and 968 were taken at a focal plane temerature of −110◦ C and are combined for analyses.

All HETG E0102 observations were taken as part of the HETG GTO program.

aNumber of zeroth-order events within 29.52” (60 sky pixels) radius and in the ENERGY range 0.4–8.0 keV.
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Fig. 1.— Images of the ± 1st-order MEG (top pair) and HEG (bottom pair) dispersed E0102

events from Obsid 3828. The middle pair shows the MEG and HEG combined images from

all data (both first-orders of both epochs.) The wavelength range is 3 Å to 23 Å (left-right)

and the cross-dispersion range of each image is ± 30 arc seconds.

Fig. 2.— PHA spectra from obsid 3828. The effect of the extended nature of E0102 is

clear in the broad flat-topped “line profile” of spectral lines. Color code: MEG+1(red),

MEG-1(blue), HEG+1(orange), and HEG-1(green).
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3. Fitting a 2-NoLine Continuum

Although there are not very many line-free regions in the HETG spectra of E0102, e.g.,

those highlighted in blue in Figure 3, one can at least make an attempt to fit the nominal

calibration continuum model to the continuum-like regions of the data.

The nominal continuum model2 is of the form tbabs*tbvarabs(apec+apec). The

first tbabs represents Galactic absorption with fixed NH = 0.0536 and all abundances at

1.0[wilms]. The tbvarabs term is the SMC absorption with abundances set according to

PPP’s absorption model and its NH parameter is to be determined. We have the comment

by Blair that ‘the [optical] extinction to E0102 is about half Galactic and half from the

SMC’. Since the extinction is due to dust scattering this suggests that SMC-NH could be

≈ 0.05 (assuming the SMC has the same dust-to-H ratio as Galactic) to perhaps as large as

0.21 (assuming that the SMC dust-to-H is ≈ 0.25 Galactic like the metal abundances).

For the continuum emission components, the two apec models are “NoLine” models

from Randall Smith 3. Besides normalizations (to be fit) and redshifts (0), the NoLine

models also include a temperature (keV) and an overall metal Abundance. For the simple

fitting to HETG data here I fix the high-T component to 2.0 keV and use the agreed-upon

high-T component abundance of 1.0[wilm].

Thus, in fitting the HETG continuum-like regions there are 5 free parameters in the

model: the 2 norms, the SMC-NH , the kT of the low-T NoLine component, and the Abun-

dance of the low-T NoLine component. As examples, fits made by fixing the SMC-NH at

values of 0.05, 0.21, and 0.50 are overplotted in Figure 3 with the values of other interesting

parameters given in the caption. To explore the parameter space a bit, contours of ∆χ2 are

shown in NH–Abundance space in Figure 4. Note that the best-fit Abundance value changes

from a high value (which I’ve clipped at 9.5) at low SMC-NH to a low value (ditto to 0.5) at

higher SMC-NH values but the main dependance is on the SMC-NH value with a minimum

near 0.5 (×1022/cm2 of course.) From the simple model fits of Appendix A we might expect

the low-T abundance value to be of order 4, following the models’ oxygen abundance values.

Looking at a different slice of parameter space, the variation of ∆χ2 as a function of

SMC-NH and kT -low is shown in Figure 5; here the Abundance value has been set using the

gray-curve (optimum) values 4. There is a general correlation of the kT -low with SMC-NH ,

2http://cxc.harvard.edu/twiki/bin/view.cgi/SnrE0102/AbsorptionModel

3http://cxc.harvard.edu/twiki/bin/view.cgi/SnrE0102/NoLine

4This is equivalent to just fitting the Abundance as well, however, because of the clipping of the values
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Fig. 3.— The four HETG spectra from obsid 3828 with continuum-ish regions indicated in

blue. The best-fit continuum model for three values of SMC-NH are over plotted: SMC-

NH=0.05 (green, with kT -low = 0.274 keV, Abund-low = 15.0, χ2 = 514.), SMC-NH=0.21

(red, 0.272 keV, 1.56, 439.), and SMC-NH=0.50 (orange, 0.235 keV, 0.5, 388.).
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though kT -low only varies over a small range.

Note that in these contour plots I’ve indicated data-model agreement ∆χ2 levels. These

are different from the usual parameter estimation levels of ∆χ2 which are a constant, e.g.,

2.71 for 90%. The data-model agreement levels reflect how large a variation in χ2 is expected

from one observation to another and therefore the confidence with which one can reject the

null hypothesis that the data come from the model distribution. This χ2 variation depends

on the number of degrees of freedom and can be approximated by: ∆χ2 ≈ s
√

2 Ndof , where

s is the number of sigma that corresponds to the desired confidence level for a Gaussian 5,

i.e., for 68%, 90% and 99% we have s = 1.0, 1.39, and ≈2.0.

Finally, it’s worth commenting that this is a lot of “fancy machinery” that is being

applied to rather scruffy data. This approach of fitting just the continuum regions might

be better applied to the XMM-Newton RGS data where line-free regions might be more

plentiful and better identified.

to 0.5 to 9.5 the fitting tends to find false minima and the contour gets messed up. So I’ve explicilty set

Abundance(SMC-NH) based on individual fits where I can verify that the minimum was found.

5This equation follows from Fisher’s approximation that
√

2χ2 is normally distributed with mean√
2Ndof − 1 and variance 1.0, given at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chi-square distribution.
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Fig. 4.— Contours of chi-squared in kT -low-Abundance vs SMC-NH space. At each point,

the two norms and the temperature of the kT -low NoLine component were fit; the location

of the curves of Figure 3 are marked with “x”s. The “+” marks the best-fit and the contours

are at ∆χ2 values corresponding to data-model agreement (see text) with confidence levels

68%(red), 90%, 99%(aka 2-sigma), 3-sigma, and 5-sigma. The gray curve traces the best

Abundance value for a given SMC-NH value.
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Fig. 5.— Contours of chi-squared in kT -low vs SMC-NH space. At each point, the two

norms were fit with the Abundance of the kT -low component set at optimum value by the

gray curve of Figure 4. The “+” marks the best-fit and the inner set of contours (red, green,

blue) are spaced at the usual ∆χ2 levels for parameter estimation confidence of 68%, 90%

and 99%. The larger contours are at ∆χ2 values corresponding to data-model agreement (see

text) with confidence levels 68%(red), 90%, 99%(aka 2-sigma), 3-sigma, and 5-sigma.
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4. Lines in the E0102 Spectrum

The model lines and continuum (single bremss) from Haberl (April ‘08 6; here after the

FH1 model) serve as a good starting point for comparison with the HETG data (of course

the FH2 model of 16 May 2008 would be even better to use and will be in future.) Figure 6

compares the HETG composite data images with simulations based on the model spectrum.

The dispersed images do show agreement at an overall level; line by line comparisons haven’t

been made. However, it is very encouraging that with no changes to the FH1 model norms,

the ratio of total Data to Model counts in the 6 Å to 23 Å band is 0.960, 0.982, 1.029, and

1.018 for the epoch 1 MEG -1, +1, epoch 2 MEG -1, +1 orders respectively.

For refernce the FH1 model components are plotted in Figure 7 along with high-

resolution views of the two simple 2-shock models described in Appendix A.

Fig. 6.— Haberl’s April 2008 model compared with MEG (upper pair) and HEG (lower pair)

data. In each pair the upper image is the composite observed data and the lower image is

a simulation of the epoch 1 minus-first order (“over simulated” by a factor of 16 to improve

the image quality.) The wavelength range is 3 Å to 23 Å (left-right) and the cross-dispersion

range of each image is ± 30 arc seconds.

4.1. Line Energies/Wavelengths

Analysis of HETG data (Flanagan et al. 2004) concluded that the observed line centroids

are seen at wavelengths within 200 km s−1 of the “laboratory” rest values.

6http://cxc.harvard.edu/twiki/pub/SnrE0102/MeetingNotes20080410/rgs 23merged.xcm
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4.2. Line widths

The analyses done by Rasmussen et al. (2001) produced a lower limit to line-of-sight

velocity broadening given by a “square velocity profile of an expanding shell” of ± 1350 km s−1

for all of the lines. This can be approximated by a Gaussian broadening with a sigma of

≈ 800 km s−1. HETG results (Flanagan et al. 2004) gave a Ne X line-of-sight broadening with

a Gaussian sigma of ≈ 1100 km s−1. These are consistent and suggest that the real X-ray

emission model should include finite line widths at the level of a Gaussian sigma of 800–

1200 km s−1(aka a FWHM of 1900–2800 km s−1.) In round values we could set σE = 0.003 E

for all lines (900 km s−1); with larger values possible in the case of line-blends, e.g., in Haberl’s

April’08 model.
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Fig. 7.— The lines and continuum of Frank Haberl’s April’08 RGS-based model are shown

(red) over plotted on an indication of what the real E0102 spectral emission might look like

(gray, orange; the orange is emission due to Fe in the model) for models with SMC-NH of

0.21 (top) and 0.05 (bottom). Representative APEC NoLine components are show as well

(blue, green; for SMC-NH = 0.21). It is suggestive that some of the width of the Haberl

lines may be explained by line blends.
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A. Two vpshock Approximate Model

In order to get some idea of what the actual line emission from E0102 might look like

at high-resolution, it is useful to fit the data to a simple model consisting of some nominal

tbabs*tbvarabs absorption times the sum of two vpshock components. This was done with

the HETG zeroth-order data from obsid 3828 and Figure 8 shows the data and model for

the fit. The two shock temperatures were fixed at 0.272 and 2.0 keV and the SMC-NH fixed

at 0.21. The fit parameters were the abundances (tied between components) and Tau u’s.

A reasonable fit (i.e., D/M within 10–20%) is achieved and gives abundances of O, Ne, Mg,

Si and Fe of order 4.0, 7.7, 3.2, 1.2, and 2.0 [wilms] respectively.

The lower panel of Figure 8 shows the contributions of the two components (red, blue)

as well as their values if Fe is set to 0 (orange, light blue. The orange curve is hidden under

the light blue in the 0.7–0.9 keV range.) At CCD resolution the Fe in the model clearly

contributes flux but without producing the signature of a clear line, though perhaps the Fe

enhances a slight bump at ≈ 0.8 keV.

This preprint was prepared with the AAS LATEX macros v5.2.
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It is this 2-shock model that is shown at high-resolution in the upper plot of Figure 7.

The lower plot of Figure 7 gives another example of a 2-vpshock model fit to E0102, this

time derived from the composite Suzaku dataset of Miller. In this case an SMC-NH value

of 0.05 was used and other parameters are low and high kT [τ ] values of 0.30 keV [9.6e11]

and 2.0 keV [1.3e11], and abundances for O, Ne, Mg, Si, and Fe of: 3.4, 8.1, 4.4, 1.3, and

1.4 [wilms], respectively. These are similar to the HETG zeroth-order values inspite of the

different SMC-NH ’s and instruments used.
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Fig. 8.— The HETG zeroth-order data and a 2-shock model. The upper panel shows the

data (black) and model (red) for the 2-vpshock model mentioned in the text. The lower

panel shows the data (gray) and the low-T (red) and high-T (blue) shock model components.

Also plotted are the same components but with the Fe abundance set to zero (orange, light

blue. The orange curve is hidden by the light blue in the 0.7–0.9 keV range.)


